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Salutations 
 
Selamat Sejahtera dan Salam 1Malaysia 
 
Mengadap Kebawah Duli Yang Maha Mulia Paduka Seri Sultan Nazrin Muizzuddin Shah 

Ibni Almarhum Sultan Azlan Muhibbuddin Shah Al-Maghfullah 

 

Ampun Tuanku, 

 

Terlebih dahulu dengan penuh hormat dan takzimnya, patik bagi pihak Kementerian Sains, 

Teknologi dan Inovasi, merafak sembah dan menjunjung kasih Kebawah Duli Yang Maha 

Mulia Tuanku kerana berkenan mencemar duli berangkat bagi menyempurnakan Majlis 

Perasmian Persidangan Antarabangsa Sains untuk Keamanan dan Pengumuman Top 

Research Scientists Malaysia 2016.  

 

Sesungguhnya, keberangkatan Kebawah Duli Yang Maha Mulia Tuanku menambahkan lagi 

seri majlis pada pagi ini dan sudah pastinya dapat memberikan inspirasi dan dorongan bagi 

memacu sains, teknologi dan inovasi ke arah keamanan. 

 

Ampun Tuanku,  

 

Dengan penuh rasa hormat dan takzimnya, patik ingin memohon izin dan perkenan 

Kebawah Duli Yang Maha Mulia Tuanku untuk meneruskan ucapan dalam Bahasa Inggeris.  

 
Ampun tuanku, 
 
Yang Berbahagia Tan Sri Datuk Dr Ahmad Tajuddin Ali FASc, President of 
Academy of Sciences Malaysia  
 
Your Excellencies, Ambassadors and High Commissioners 
 
Senior Fellows and Fellows of the Academy  
 
Esteemed representatives of international STI bodies 
 
Members of the scientific community, academia, Government officials, Industry 
stalwarts, corporate partners 
 
Members of the media 
 
Distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen, 
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Introduction 
 

1. It is with deep appreciation and gratitude that we are graced with the 
presence of His Royal Highness Sultan Nazrin Muizzuddin Shah in today’s 
event.  
 

2. It is indeed a privilege to not only have His Royal Highness in attendance but 
also to deliver the keynote address in this momentous event.  
 

3. His Royal Highness’ advocacy and conviction in the Rulers’ role of being the 
voice of impartiality, fairness and reason for upholding peace in the Nation is 
a cornerstone for the long term harmony that Malaysia enjoys.  
 

4. Hence, it is with much enthusiasm that I look forward to hearing His Royal 
Highness’ thoughts on how peace can be attained through science as we 
catalyse the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation’s vision to lead 
the national science, technology and innovation (STI) agenda for the Nation’s 
socio-economic well-being. 

 
S&T to solve human needs/problems 
Distinguished guest, ladies and gentlemen, 
 

5. In a time where technological advancements are at an unprecedented rate, 

science is pervasive and perhaps the greatest agent of change in the modern 

world.  

 
6. Almost every day, we read about new findings in science that have major 

impacts in the way we live and the way we thought things were.  
 

7. Often, people ask, “is science causing the problems or is it solving them?” As 
Stephen Hawking once said, "we are not going to stop making progress, or 
reverse it, so we must recognise the dangers and control them”.  
 

8. Hence, if science did indeed create the problems, then science also holds the 
key in solving it. It lies upon the hands and conscience of our scientists, policy 
makers, industry leaders and users to halt the calamities that science has 
brought upon us and still make progress without further causing harm. 
 

9. The role of the government of the day is important in setting the direction for 
S&T in the country. From prioritising critical research focus areas to power of 
authority in the use of science, the decisions that the policy makers decide 
upon have a long lasting effect on the S&T of the country. 
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10. By creating the right ecosystem for good S&T to flourish, we are able to reap 
the benefits of science for the good of humanity by boosting the economy, 
alleviate poverty and increasing inclusivity. 

 
11. In the new economy, it is no longer the nations that have the most resources 

that advance but the nations that do more with the limited resources that are 
in the forefront. 
 

12. Therefore, to ensure the posterity of our Nation, we must learn to do more 
with less. If we fail or if we continue with business as usual, we will fall 
behind.  
 

13. This is the stark reality we are facing and it is a nightmare for policy makers 
and legislators like me because we need to figure out a way on how to sustain 
an extra 3 billion people by the year 2050 without further jeopardising our 
planet and environment. 
 

14. To do this, we first need the right people with the right skillset and mindset. 
Quality talent in STEM is essential in driving the knowledge economy.  
 

15. We now just need to ensure that our talents are created by design and not by 
chance. The Right Honourable Prime Minister believes that increasing the 
numbers of students in STEM should be made a National agenda that needs 
long-term investment and it is a non-negotiable target that we must reach to 
ensure our competitiveness in the global arena. 
 

16. Considering all that has been already said, we need to take note that this road 
map should not only produce the quantity but also produce the quality as 
science without ‘soul’ would not be to the benefit of humanity.  
 

17. Hence, it is the utmost importance that we develop STEM talents that are 
holistic and ready for the new economy.  
 

18. These talents must not only be book smart but have the ‘soul’ or conscience to 
know from right or wrong, have the ethics and integrity to pursue science for 
the betterment of society well-being and not just for monetary gains in the 
expense of human destruction.  
 

19. By creating holistic individuals, we can ensure that science can be used for 
peaceful purposes. This is because, at the end of the day, science is at its 
hands or mercy of its maker (the scientist). 
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The need for Malaysia to champion science for peace through science diplomacy 
Ladies and gentlemen, 
 

20. Another scientific endeavour that I passionately believe in is Malaysia’s 
approach to science diplomacy.  
 

21. My understanding of science diplomacy is very simple. For world peace or 
regional prosperity to be sustainable, when politics fails us, when 
conventional diplomacy fails us, we still have hope and our hope is through 
science diplomacy.  
 

22. As Carlos Moedas, the EU Commissioner for Research, Science and 
Innovation said in 2015 and I quote, “science diplomacy is the torch that can light 
the way, the torch that brightens a doorway to cooperation and communication that is 
never closed.” 
 

23. Distinguished guest, the borders of S&T are becoming more blurred and its 
use being more assimilated in our daily lives.  

 
24. I believe that science plays a vital role in international policy-making and 

diplomacy. Science facilitates a confluence of ideas, knowledge, expertise and 
resources that transcend national boundaries and traditional disciplines 
towards effectively addressing pertinent global problems.  
 

25. Hence, science should be leveraged to facilitate constructive knowledge-based 
international partnerships to address common problems faced by humanity. 
 

26. For example, in September 2015, Malaysia adopted the United Nations 2030 

Agenda for Sustainable Development and is committed to support and 
implement this agenda.  
 

27. The Eleventh Malaysia Plan 2016-2020, formulated with People as the 
centrepiece of all development efforts, in many aspects mirrors the multi-
dimensional nature of the SDGs and will serve as an overarching and guiding 
policy for sustainable development in this country. 
 

28. Meanwhile, in December the same year, Malaysia was one of the 195 
countries which adopted the first-ever universal, legally binding global 
climate deal through the Paris Climate Conference (COP21) under the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC).  
 

29. I am amazed that almost the entire world can reach a consensus to tackle a 
global issue. All of this is only possible with the concept of science diplomacy. 
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30. Closer to home, the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI) 
through ASM has been promoting science diplomacy through many of their 
initiatives.  

 
31. At this point, I would like take the opportunity to mention that I am delighted 

that ASM has taken the lead to bring the science academies of the region 
together to share a common platform.  
 

32. In line with the establishment of the ASEAN community, 8 ASEAN science 
academies established the Network of Science Academies (NetASA) with the 
aim to provide credible advice for policy formulation towards economic, 
social and cultural development.  

 
33. Through NetASA’s network activities, the member academies will get a 

strong mutual support in contributing to STI advancement in all ASEAN 
countries as well as to be heard and visible by the decision makers of their 
country and worldwide. 
 

34. Hence, I hope and believe through science diplomacy, Malaysia can be a 
champion for science for peace as we have in place the mechanisms to 
practice good science and are able to leverage on existing goodwill among our 
partners. 
 

Closing 
Distinguished guest, ladies and gentlemen, 
 

35. Over the years, the Government has invested a lot in STI. According to the 
latest Networked Readiness Index in The Global Information Technology 
Report 2016 issued by World Economic Forum, Malaysia’s government has 
been ranked 6th most tech-savvy government and 5th most successful in 
promoting the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs).   

 
36. The World Economic Forum’s Networked Readiness Index is a key indicator 

that measures how well an economy is using information and 
communications technologies to boost competitiveness and well-being. 
 

37. While our natural resources might deplete and have dire consequences on our 
national economic prosperity, the advancement of science on the other hand 
has no limitations and in-fact is an absolute necessity for our future economy 
growth. 
 

38. For this very reason, our government is vehemently committed to drive 
technological innovation as the way forward for Malaysia. 
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39. As the Prime Minister Dato Seri Najib Tun Razak wrote in one of his blog 

posting recently and I do strongly agree that, “we must not be afraid or even 
hesitate to invest in innovation, research and development. There may be 
failures along the way but the process of discovery is vital to achieve greater 
outcomes.” 

 
40. With that note, I look forward to the outcomes of the discussion of these two 

days as I would like to see how the ideas can lend to the National Science, 
Technology and Innovation Agenda and propel STI to be the driver of the 
new economy and socio-economic well-being. 
 

41. Meanwhile to the winners of the Top Research Scientists Malaysia (TRSM) 
2016 award,  take pride in your work and achievements and strive to push 
your limits even further to ensure that the research you do is not just for 
knowledge but for the benefit of humanity. 
 

42. In closing, I would like to express my gratitude to ASM for organising an 
international conference of this stature and bringing all the key players to 
discuss on this important topic.  

 
Ampun Tuanku beribu-ribu ampun, Sembah Patik mohon diampun. 
 
Demikianlah berakhirnya ucapan patik sempena majlis ini. Patik sekali lagi dengan penuh 

hormat dan takzimnya merafak sembah menjunjung kasih di atas limpah perkenan Duli 

Tuanku mencemar Duli berangkat ke majlis pada pagi ini.  

 

Sekian sahaja ucapan patik pada pagi ini. Patik ingin memohon ampun dan maaf sekiranya 

ada kesilapan tutur bicara patik sebentar tadi. 

 
Patik menjunjung kasih, Ampun Tuanku. 


